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QUESTION 1

What causes a sync from Salesforce to Pardot? 

A. Updating a formula field in Salesforce 

B. Updating the record\\'s assigned owner 

C. Prospect opens one to one email 

D. Updating a field on a contact record that does not have an email address 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the difference between a dynamic list and a static list? 

A. Dynamic list membership CANNOT be manually updated but static list membership can be manually updated. 

B. Dynamic lists are retroactive while static lists CANNOT be retroactive. 

C. Dynamic list membership can be manually updated but static list membership CANNOT be manually updated. 

D. An action can be added to a dynamic list that will trigger when a prospect is added but an action CANNOT be added
to a static list to trigger when a prospect is added. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What must happen in order for a newly created lead record in Salesforce to be created in Pardot immediately? (Choose
two answers.) 

A. Salesforce connector has sync all setting turned on 

B. Lead record has a prospect ID at the time of creation 

C. Lead record has an email address at the time of creation 

D. Salesforce connector set to automatically create prospects 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

A form is created to automatically register prospects to a webinar upon submission. 

Which automation tool should be used to accomplish this? 
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A. Adding a completion action to register prospects on the form. 

B. Creating a segmentation rule to register prospects based on the form submission. 

C. Creating an automation rule to register prospects based on the form submission. 

D. Adding a form completion action as criteria for a dynamic list to be used as a recipient list. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

In order for the Salesforce connector to verify, what does the connector user need to enter? 

A. The Administrator\\'s Pardot credential 

B. The Administrator\\'s Salesforce credential 

C. The connector user\\'s Salesforce credential 

D. The connector user\\'s Pardot credential 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two actions can cause an anonymous visitor to convert into an identified prospect? (Choose two answers.) 

A. Submitting a form on a landing page. 

B. Matching an automation rule. 

C. Viewing more than one web page. 

D. Clicking on a tracked link in an email. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

Which three user role security limits can be added to an individual user account? (Choose three answers.) 

A. Max number of emails the user can send. 

B. Max number of prospects the user can manually delete. 

C. Max number of records a user can import. 

D. Max number of prospects the user can manually create. 

E. Max number of prospects the user can export. 
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Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 8

What does scoring measure? 

A. Personal information about a prospect 

B. Time spent on website by a prospect 

C. Activities performed by a prospect 

D. Time spent on a website by a prospect and explicit information about the prospect 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the process to add a prospect who visits a pricing page to a list? 

A. Create a page action 

B. Create a segmentation rule 

C. Use a Tag 

D. Create an automation rule 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

How can an interested lead that comes to Lenoxsoft\\'s website and fills out the Contact Us form receive a follow-up
email each time he or she submits? 

A. Send using the form\\'s completion actions. 

B. Send using a segmentation rule. 

C. Send using an engagement program. 

D. Use a dynamic list to use as a recipient list on an email send. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

How many times can each action be added to the logic of the same engagement program? 
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A. Email actions can be used an unlimited amount of times, but the other actions can only be used once per
engagement program. 

B. Actions can be used an unlimited amount of times in an engagement program. 

C. Email actions and pauses can be used an unlimited amount of times, but the other actions can only be used once per
engagement program. 

D. Actions can each be used only once per engagement program. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two events allow for a prospect\\'s Pardot campaign to be set? (Choose two answers.) 

A. When new prospects are imported into Pardot via a .csv file. 

B. When the Google Analytics connector is enabled within Pardot, which will associate prospects with third-party
campaigns. 

C. When prospects are added to a static list. 

D. When a profile is associated with the prospects. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 13

Which three variable tags can be used on layout templates for landing pages? (Choose three answers.) 

A. %%description%% 

B. %%name%% 

C. %%tittle%% 

D. %%form%% 

E. %%content%% 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 14

How many visitors per identified company will be displayed in the Identified Companies table on the dashboard? 

A. As many visitors that have engaged with the website from that company. 

B. 1 
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C. 2 

D. 3 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the fastest way for an Administrator to create a one-time of prospects who match specific criteria? 

A. Use a dynamic list. 

B. Use a completion action. 

C. Use an automation rule. 

D. Use a segmentation rule. 

Correct Answer: D 
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